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Abstract. Here the following Hardy inequalities are studied

'""I    r  \vku\" dí¡n(x)' r, .„

I     '--■-;-r—MX  <  Ac,   /      V     U\

a=o J    don M
dua(x)' dx

for u € C^°(C1) , an open proper subset of R; and t < t0 , some small positive

t0 . This inequality has previously been shown to hold for bounded Lipschitz

domains. The question discussed is. How general can Si be and allow the same

inequality? A sufficient condition is given in the form of a local Maz'ja capacity

condition. In R~ , or generally if p > N — 1 , this is satisfied for any Q which

is deformable to a point. Furthermore, if p > N the condition is satisfied for

all Si.

Introduction

The original Hardy inequality can easily be written in the following form:

PI
Jo

u(s)
p -,

ds <
1 a )i:

u (s) s ds.

Actually there are two instances of the inequality. The one of interest here has

the conditions that 1 < p < oo, a < p - I , u is absolutely continuous and

furthermore u(0) = 0. This inequality was given by G. H. Hardy and others in

[3].
This inequality has been generalized in many ways. The generalization con-

sidered here is to functions in C^°(Q) with Q an open and proper subset of

R   . The studied inequality then reads

(1)

m — i   „

k=o J

V u dda(x)'
.  -dx < An

\(m—k)p —     il f T-r"1V   u d.,n (x)' dx,
di)a(xy

ctorof £

length of that vector. Furthermore don(x) is the distance from x to dQ.

where Vu is the vector of all derivatives of order k and IV wl is the Euclidean
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The inequality is true for nice regions RHS and LHS exponents are then

optimal for t < p — 1. The question raised here is, How general can a domain

£2 be and still allow this optimal inequality? So far there is a simple sufficient

condition only if t < t0 for some /0 > 0, and this is the case that will be treated

here.

Every open proper subset Q of R has a decomposition in closed cubes with

diameters 2" for n e Z such that their interiors are disjoint and diam Q <

dist((2, fi') < 4 diam Q for the cubes Q in the decomposition. Such a decom-

position is called a Whitney decomposition of the region Í2. See E. M. Stein

[11, p. 167] for reference.

Now we describe the condition. A local capacity of condenser type, defined

by V. G. Maz'ja, of part of the complement of the region as seen from a Whitney

cube is bounded away from zero by a positive constant. It is not known whether

this condition is also necessary.

In R this condition and inequality ( 1 ) are true for any region Q, which can

be deformed to a point, and generally it is true if Q is deformable to a point

and p > N - 1 . Furthermore, inequality ( 1 ) is true if p > N. The reasons for

this behavior are that the Bessel capacity C, of a continuum of unit diameter

is greater than a positive constant if p > N - 1, and the same capacity of a

point is a positive constant if p > N.

There have been several results given for inequality (1). The earliest(?) was

by J. Necas [10, Theorem 1.6]. This result is that the inequality (1) is true for

bounded Lipschitz domains and with parameters 1 < p and t < p - 1.

In [ 1 ] A. Ancona gave a simple proof of the inequality ( 1) for p > N, t = 0,

and any open bounded Q in R . With this value of p , the Bessel capacity

C, of a point is positive, as above, and this is why geometrical considerations

are not difficult in his case.

Define Wm'p(Çï) as the Banach space, which is the completion of C°°(Q),

Q open in R   , in the norm

•"(")

k=0

Also define W™'p(Çl) as the completion of C^°(Q) in the same norm. Define

lVm'pJ(Q.) as the completion of C00^) in the norm

■'(Í2)= Ít(f\vku\Pdmix)'dx)
k=0 v '

Also define  H/0'"'P'(Q) as the completion of C^°(n) in the same norm.

A. Ancona [1] studied functions in the Sobolev space W^up(Q.) which are

the difference of two positive functions in the same space. This question is

related to inequality (1), with / = 0. A further treatment is given in [13]. The

question was raised by H. Brezis and F. Browder, see [2].
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The importance of capacities of Hardy inequalities for C^°(Q) has previ-

ously been shown by V. G. Maz'ja, see [7, chap. 2]. The Maz'ja result is very

general; if it is restricted to Lp-norms we get the following result.

Define for a compactum F

(p,Q>) -cap(F, Q) = inf j f [®(x, Vu)]" dx: u e M(F, Q)

where <P(x, Q is a continuous function of x e Í2 and ( eR', which is

nonnegative and positive homogeneous of the first degree with respect to Ç.

Furthermore,

M(F,Q) = {ueC^(Q): u > 1 on F} .

The Maz'ja result now reads (except for the estimate of the constant) that the

following two statements are equivalent.

There is a constant ß such that for every compactum F in Q

p(F)<(p,<t>)-cap(F,n)-ß.

There exists a constant C such that for every u e C^°(fi) it is true that

f \uf dp<C [ [<D(x, Vu)]p dx.
Ja Jq

It seems to be difficult to use this result in the cases considered here, since all

compacta F c Cl are involved and the capacity-measure comparison seems

difficult to verify.

E. W. Stredulinsky [12] also presents a wealth of material on inequalities in

weighted spaces.

The case with t < p in inequality (1) is treated in [13], where the suffi-

cient condition is more complicated. For instance, a concept called the local

dimension of the boundary puts a restriction on the domains.

The proof of the main result is based on a theorem by V. G. Maz'ja which

is a Poincaré inequality for functions defined in a cube. This theorem follows

from a weak Poincaré inequality for a cube. Very few restrictions on the choice

of norm are needed for this to be true. Thus the result can be generalized to

norms other than Lp . Furthermore, the procedures used in the proof are not

specific for Lp and there are thus generalizations of the main result.

The applications of inequality (1) are many, for instance in the theory of

PDE's. For some applications see [5] and [13]. A. Kufner gives a theorem as

application [5, p. 101]. There the requirement was that Cl should be bounded

Lipschitz. He used the Necas result, above; and if we instead use inequality

(1), then we get a similar theorem. But the interval / appearing here is not the

same as his, and there is only a weak condition on Cl. We give this only as an

example.

Let -? be a differential operator of order 2k (with k a positive integer)

given by the expression

&u{x)=    Yl    (-lfy[Dl,(anß(x)Dßu(x)).
\«\.\ß\<k
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Furthermore, let the bilinear form associated to be the differential operator £f

and open domain in R   , Q, be

a^n(u,v)=    J2 anß(x)D'lv(x)Dßu(x).

\a\,\ß\<kJa

The operator 5C is said to be elliptic if

Og, a(U, U) > C\\u\\k  2

for all ue W™'P(Q).

Let  Cl  be in  RN  and open.    Suppose that   u0 e  Wk'2j(Cl)  and F e

(W0 ' '"')*• The asterisk denotes taking the dual space. Then u is said to

be a weak solution of the Dirichlet problem for S? if

(i) u-u0e W^2-'(CÏ) and if

(ii) for all v e C0°°(Q) we have

a^ Q(u, v) = (F,v).

We have the result that if Cl is a bounded, open, and proper subset of R",

which is deformable to a point, if Sf is an elliptic differential operator defined

as above, and if aa Jx) are bounded functions, then there is an open interval

/ which contains zero such that for tel there exists one unique weak solution

to the Dirichlet problem for ¿2? in Cl in the sense defined above. Furthermore,

IMI,p*.2.i(0) < c (JKIIw*-2-'(£2) + llFH(iy*--')*

for c a positive constant.

Notation and preliminaries

For Cl open in RN and with a Whitney decomposition & we choose a

closed cube RQ belonging to Q e & in a nonunique way as follows. Pick

one of the points in dCl at minimum distance from Q, then take this point as

center for the cube RQ , which has the same orientation as Q, but has minimal

diameter under the condition that Q c RQ .

Given an RQ, we denote the cube with the same center and dilated to unit

diameter with R~ ; and if u is a function defined in RQ , we denote the function

arising from the same dilation with ù . Furthermore Cl is defined in the same

way if it is clear from the context which R^ is considered.

Let A denote a generic positive constant which may change even in the same

string of inequalities.

The starting point of the proof of my result is a theorem by V. G. Maz'ja.

His theorem is a kind of Poincaré inequality, given in [6, §5] and [7, p. 414].

Definition (Maz ja). Let  1 < p < 00 and m be a positive integer. Let K be

■ 1a closed subset of the closed cube Q0 in R    with unit diameter. Let &m_ x

be the set of polynomials of degree less than or equal to m - 1 with LP(Q0)
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norm equal to one. Let Tp be the subset of CQX(2Q0) consisting of functions

v such that v - P in a neighborhood of K. Then the Maz'ja capacity of K

is defined as

7m . m — 1 . p (K, 2Qa) =    inf    inf / V'"v P dx.

I.
Theorem A (Maz ja). Let 1 </?<oo and let m be a positive integer. IfK isa

?o.closed subset of Qa, a closed cube in R    with unit diameter, then the condition
°° / r/f\ym m_, p(K, 2Q0) > 0 implies the following inequality for u e C0 (K

1

¿2       \vku\   dx<CK
k=0 JQo ' ■'Oo

V/rt
u dx

with CK = c-(ym m_x p(K, 2(20))    , where c depends only on N, m, and p.

Remark. The theorem given by Maz'ja has only the zero-order term in the LHS,

but it is possible to go through his calculations, using the lemma in [7, p. 22]

and get this result.

Let Cln be the (interior of the) subset of Cl built by the Whitney cubes with

diameter less than or equal to 2~" .

Lemma 1. Let f and g be functions defined in R such that f, g — 0 in Cl' .

Suppose that Cl has a Whitney decomposition S?', Assume furthermore that

f fdx< f   gdx
Jq Jrq

for all cubes Q e S?~.
Then

\   fdx<A g- (p(x) - n + a+ 1) dx,
Jn„ Jn„_a

where p(x) is defined a.e. as -"logdiamQ for Q e &~ if x e Q and a

is a constant depending only on N. The value of a can be taken as a =

[~log(4\/N + 1 +e)l . Furthermore A depends only on N.

Proof. The value of a has been chosen in order to ensure that if diam Q1 >

2~ +a and diam Q <2~ , then Q' n RQ is empty. This is the consequence of

the following argument. The quotient diam RQ over diam Q takes its largest

value if Q is situated exactly at the middle of a face of RQ and 4 diam Q —

dist(Q, Clc), since if we move Q about in RQ following a face we get an

equal or longer distance otherwise. Then Q has to be made larger in order to

satisfy the Whitney cube condition 4 diam Q > dist(ß, CÍ). But here we have

assumed in the definition of RQ that dist(<2, CÍ) — dist(<2, cen\er(RQ)).

To calculate a we note that in the extremal case above, the diameter of RQ

becomes 2(4diamQ + diamQ/\fÑ)\fÑ, i.e. the quotient is 2(4\fÑ + 1). It
follows that R0 touches no cube with diameter larger than (4\fÑ + I)diamQ,
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since we have the Whitney cube condition diam Q < dist((2 ,CÏ). Hence take

a = \2lo%(4\fN + 1 + e)] , any e > 0.
Now we sum the inequalities coming from cubes Q in 9" with diameter

less than or equal to 2~". The consequence is that a point in Q;¡ belonging

to a Whitney cube with diameter 2" will be counted exactly once a.e. in the

LHS we then will get, but in the RHS there will be overlap from many RqS,

that will give an increasing weight factor in the integral when k goes to oo , i.e.

d.ôÇAx) goes to 0. We shall now determine that weight factor.

Summing the given relations between the functions / and g for (2's such

that diam Q < 2~" gives

f  fdx=      Y f-XQdx< Y     S-XRdx.
Jn _„ Jo. Ja      . „ Q

dtam£?<2   "       " "-" diam 0<2~"

Now trivially

Y     g(x)XRe(x) = g(x).      Y     XRq(x),
diam<2<2"" diam<2<2~"

and it is only needed to evaluate the function

s(x)=      ^     xRq (x)

diamC?<2""

Suppose x is the interior of Q , where diam Q = 2 . Then we estimate s(x)

from the above. It suffices to estimate the number of (2's such that RQ n Q'

is nonempty. If Q' meets RQ, then dist(ö', Clc) < diavcxRQ. Hence by the

Whitney cube condition diam Q' < diam RQ .

Now cube Q lies in a ball with radius diamRQ + \ diam Q'. But this is less

than or equal to (2(4VW + 1 ) + 4^ + 1 ) • diam Q.
By a volume consideration, only a fixed number of Q's with the same diam-

eter can be in this ball. Call this number AiN) since it depends only on A^

according to this calculation. It follows that if x e Q' then six) is at most

A(N)(a + k- n + 1) = A(N) (-2log (diamß') -n + a+l) ,

since each value of r between n and k - a contributes with at most counting

AiN) times. The lemma follows.

Lemma 2. Let a be greater than zero and small. Let s be greater than sn for

some large sn . Then

where a is a small constant.

s -s Sa
Ein.      /    im j       e

e    „ /   e    dn~ —

The easy proof of this simple statement is omitted.
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Lemma 3. Let a be greater than zero,  a  be a fixed positive constant,  s  be

greater than sn for some sa large, and a be small. Then it is true that

Ye"n (s - n + a + 1 ) ~ /   e"" (s - n + a + I) dn
n JO

2   •

The argument for this is of the same type as for the lemma above, though

the situation is more complicated. To understand the first step, observe that the

standard estimate of sums with integrals used the monotonicity of the function

involved. This function has only one maximum; hence standard estimates can

be done piecewise. What happens is that the sum "equals" the integral plus or

minus the values at three points on the curve, endpoints, and maximum. But

when sa is large these point values are neglible compared with the value of the

whole integral.

The integral gives, after partial integration, the RHS as the dominating term

if a is small.

The main result

Theorem. Let Cl be an open set in R . Let SF be some Whitney decomposition

of Cl. Let 1 < p < oo, and let there be a constant b > 0 such that for every Q

in 9 it is true that

y.m ,m—X

Then
HI—I       ¡.

;-_a **

\V   U

t,((&nR¿) ,2R~)>b

dda(x)'

k=0 "       "Oil
■,00

dun ix)("'-k)p
■dx < ■JVin

u d0Qix) dx

for every ue C0 {Cl) and for t < t0, some t0 > 0, where A depends on m, p,

N, and t.

Remark. Estimates of both A and t0 can be made from the calculations in the

proof of the main theorem and of the Maz'ja theorem if a value of C in the

inequality
HI — 1       ~

k=o Jy

Vku dx <C LVin
u dx

is given.

Remark. It should be noted that the result built on m = 1 , and then on induc-

tion on m , cannot cover all the Q's covered by this theorem, since the Maz'ja

capacities are polynomial in nature.

Proof. The condition in the theorem and the result of Theorem A implies that

111— '       r V7     Ñ 111— I       ,. a        /•

V^     f \ J       ,,l»Pr     f       lr7*-|P   J       ̂ A      f       \t7'»~\"   J>     /   -!-r—TT-dx < 2      >     /    \V u\   dx < -r        V   u\   dx .
Z^ J?> d - (x\(m~k)p        ~ ^JrI ~ b Jr   \A=o •'O ai)Q\x) k=0JRZ> jrq
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Here we have used that d ~(x) > \ , since by the Whitney cube property we

have that diam Q/ diam RQ < j .

Now we dilate back this result, mapping R- back on RQ  etc. Observe

that a dilation is a change of the independent variable by a positive factor, say

X, and that this transforms Vü into A   ■ V u,  d ~  into A"

X = diam/?„/diam i?~ i.e.), and ú?x into A-   • úfx .

í/yíi(x)   (if

m-X

£
A:=0

Í
V   U

,—dx < T
\(m-k)p —  ¡j JR,

Ti"1V  u dx.
Iq d0Çl (x){ - .X)

This is true since both sides are dilation homogenous and to the same degree.

Now this is the requirement for Lemma 1. We get the following result:

m — i   .

A-=0 A

V u

dm{Xr-k»
dx < if V'u p (x) - n + a + 1 dx,

This formulation is not what we wanted, because of the annoying ^(x)-factor

in the RHS. The factor is logarithmic in don{x). What is needed instead is a

bootstrap procedure to get rid of the p(x)-factor and still keep an inequality.

Take the last inequality and multiply it with a factor e"" , where a is to

satisfy a condition to be determined later, and sum from n = a to n = oo . If

we take the sums over n together with the en" factors under the integral sign,

we can estimate these new integrands.

For x e Cl^\ Cli+X the LHS integrands look like

£'

V u

dno (x)
(m-k)p '

and the RHS integrand looks like
5

~ Y2e"n (s -n+a + k

if s > sa , where sa is large enough.

«=o

VUl
u

By Lemma 2 we have that \~Jn^a e

By Lemma 3 we have that

2V«

Y,e"" (s - n + a + l]
n=0

if a is small and s > sit, where sa is large enough.

What has happened to the LHS and the RHS after these estimates have been

made is that an extra weight has appeared which is the same on both sides.

Furthermore, an extra ¿ has appeared in the RHS constant. We now further

explain this phenomenon.

To simplify the discussion we assume that u has support in Clsn and observe

that
,5-"l0gi'M

d.tQ(x)~
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where ß =  loge

(2)

m—\    ~

S/
\nk
V   U

since 2

" doa (x)
-ß

s(m-k)p

dm(x).

A"
dx<^-

ab f Vrtt
U d8Q (x) ß dx.

k=0 * uilCl (x)

Contemplating the result so far, it is clear that the obtained inequality is

invariant under dilation. This has the effect that the assumption just made on

u is no limitation, since if the assumption is not satisfied we dilate u to make

it true. Then we get the inequality and it only remains to dilate back.

So far the argument covers all small values of ß . In order to get arbitrary

large values of j8, we calculate the same weighted summation, with the last

inequality as starting point. It is seen then that if the process is iterated some

number of times, the case with any given t < 0 in the theorem is covered in a

finite number of steps.

To do the final step and get the inequality for 0 < t < t0, t0 > 0, we observe

that don(x) ~ doa(x), where doa(x) is the regularized distance function, see

[11, p. 171]. This regularized distance function is infinitely many times differ-

entiable in Cl and has the property that \D''doa{x) | < Aodi)C¡(x)d~ . Here ô

is assumed negative and y < const. (The chain rule has also been used.) Here

A is independent of Cl and ô .

Now we make a change of the dependent variable u by putting v = u •

dijÇÏ(x)~ ''    >'p . Using repeated differentiations and the triangle inequality, we

get the following inequality.

(3)

(

f
Tik
V v doa (■*)'

A

d..n (x)
(m—k)p

dx

< A I
r?kV u Pdm(xyß

¿*wM"
dx Ar A

We sum over k and get

(4)
" doa(x)1

\(m—k)p
dx

'íiqW

As in the calculation in inequality (3

Dl-l   /

A=0 V

V u dosi(x)-'

doa(x)(m-k)P
dx

from the triangle inequality we obtain

:/
V  v doa (x) dx

**(/
Vu "di)Q(x)-ß dx
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Now we observe that in the RHS we can apply inequality (2) if

AoA\ ß + t      1
" 2

a'"D'r       P

But we defined ß for our convenience as a certain factor times a . It is easy to
i — -

see that taking for instance t < a , we find the above expression to be ~ a    " ,

and it is possible to make it sufficiently small if p > 1 by choosing a small.

Now we can choose a such that the first term in the RHS is at least double

the size of the second by (2) independently of u. Then we use (2) again and

get

ti/Pbi/P f Vrrt
V\ d0Q (x)' dx

but by (4)

RHS>
i     m-X  I    f   V

A   ^ \J    dk=o \J    a,

■nk
V   V

P   - ,

doa (x)

aa M
(m-k)p

-dx

Hence the desired inequality is proved for the function v since the tilde can

be removed. But the class of functions we get from C^°(Q) by multiplication

with ddCl(x)~{ß+')/p is of course the whole set C0°°(Q).

End of proof.

Corollary. Let Cl be an open and proper subset of R    and let p > 1 . Consider

the two conditions:

(i) p>N;
(ii) Q is deformable to a point, and p > N - 1 .

Each condition implies that there is a positive t0 which only depends on m,

p, and N such that for all t < t0 and all u e C0 (£2) the following inequality

is satisfied.

»'-'  r Wku

k=oJ    "¿in

don (x)'

•.(m-k)p
dx < AI Vin

u d.)Q (x)' dx,
•0Q W

where A is a constant depending only on m, N, p, and t.

Proof. The Maz'ja capacity:

A-y„um_x.p(K,2Q0)>CXp{K,2Q),

where

C, p (K, 2Q) = inf { \\V<p\\K,.„ :<peC~ (2£) ,  <p\K > l}

by [7, p. 418]. But Clp{K,2Q)~CXp{K),

Cx p{K) = inf{\\(p\\PH,.P:(peC0x, <p\K>l},
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which follows from the use of a cut-off function. For p > 1 this capacity is

equivalent to the Bessel capacity, for a definition see [7, §7.2]. This equivalence

can be found in [11, p. 135].

This can also be derived from Lemma 2.1. in [4], which is a Poincaré in-

equality similar to that of Maz'ja (but independently derived). See also [13].

N. G. Meyers has proved in [9] that the Bessel capacity is nonincreasing after

orthogonal projections. This has the effect that we can project the set Ùc n R~

surjectively on a line from the center of the cube to the boundary of the cube

without getting a larger value of the capacity as a result.

Next is it known, see [7, chap. 7], that Bessel capacities {p > 1) are equiva-

lent to Riesz capacities. Now [8] gives information on the metric properties of

Riesz capacities, see Theorem 7.1. The information is given in the form that

if a certain Hausdorff measure is positive (see [7] for a definition of Hausdorff

measure), then a certain Riesz capacity is positive. The implications for the two

cases in this corollary are that if p > N then the Riesz capacity corresponding

to C, is a positive constant for a point and if p > N - 1 then the same

capacity for line segment of fixed length is a positive constant.

This concludes the proof of the corollary.
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